
Granisil Eldos 560
Prostorný granitový jednodřez. Min. šířka kuchyňské skříňky 60 cm. Hloubka

vaničky 19 cm.

EAN: 8596220012739

128,04 €
106,70 € bez DPH

The brand Granisil represents a mark of high quality and luxurious design. Granisil sinks contain over
80% granite and quartz. Thanks to the presence of natural stone, it is a very durable material. Granisil is
completely safe for contact with food.

The kitchen sink Granisil Eldos 560 with its simple and minimalist details fits into both modern and rustic
kitchens. Due to the fact that this sink does not have a draining area, it saves space on the kitchen
counter. An ideal sink model for smaller kitchens.

The Eldos 560 sink, which features a spacious and deep (19 cm) basin,  may appear smaller at first
glance. It allows you to comfortably wash larger dishes such as bulky pots or baking trays. The back
surface of the sink allows for the installation of a kitchen faucet, a recessed soap dispenser, or a button
for controlling the kitchen waste disposal unit. The sink is designed for top mount installation. The slightly
rounded edges of the sink make cleaning and maintenance easier. Inside the basin, there is a hidden
elegant overflow that prevents any potential water overflow over the sink.

The package of the sink includes a space-saving siphon that saves space under the sink in the cabinet.
Thanks to this, you can place, for example, a bin for sorted waste under the sink. The included siphon
also has the option of being connected to a dishwasher or washing machine.

Granisil  sinks are produced using innovative technology NANO Granite,  which makes the products
resistant to high temperatures,  impacts,  thermal shocks,  scratches,  and stains.  The high quality of
materials and perfect craftsmanship guarantee a long lifespan of the sink. That is why Granisil sinks
come with  a  10-year  warranty.  Granisil  sinks  are  made from the  highest  quality  blend of  granite
aggregate (80%) and resin (20%).

Key features of the GRANISIL ELDOS 560 kitchen sink



granite kitchen sink without a drainer in black color
The Eldos 560 has an extended 10-year warranty.
ideal model of a sink for smaller kitchens
it has a very spacious and deep 19 cm sink chamber
The sink is intended for top mounting.
suitable for a cabinet of 60 cm
made using innovative NANO Granite technology
from the lowest quality materials, granite mixture and resin

How to keep the sink always like new?... Regular care is sufficient. Cleaning is not difficult at all, a damp
soft sponge for dishes and a little common dish soap will  do. Wash the sink with circular motions,
especially carefully around the faucet and drain. Then rinse with clean water and dry.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Release.
Robbery
4 mounting clips



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Single sink
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Without orientation
Sink material: Granite
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 60 cm
Sink mounting type: Upper
Sink style: Classic sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 68029390
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: No
Possibility to drill another hole: Yes
Warranty: 2 years
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 35.5
The length of the bathtub: 49
Depth of the bathtub: 19
Minimum width of the cabinet: 60
Round sink: No
Sink dimensions (cm)

Width of the sink:
Unfortunately, you didn't provide any Czech text to be translated.
Could you please provide the text you want to be translated into
English?

Sink length: 56
Sink depth: 21
Sink weight (kg): 12.4
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 59
Height of the packaging: 31
Depth of the packaging: 67
Weight including packaging (kg): 14



  

  

  

  

  


